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1: The Bush Doctor's Challenge by Carol Marinelli - FictionDB
City doctor in the Outback Dr. Abby Hampton is the ultimate city doctor, and is absolutely dreading being stuck in a bush
hospital for three monthsâ€”until she steps off the plane!

Waiting times for emergency hospital care are also getting worse in rural areas but improving in major cities.
If you live in the country, your GP is more likely to have qualified in Europe, the Indian sub-continent, or
Asia, than Australia. These GPs fill an important gap; in the absence of effective policies to encourage
Australian-trained GPs to work in rural areas, we will continue to rely on overseas-trained doctors for some
time. This is a very cost-effective policy for Australia, but the ethics of depleting the supply of doctors from
developing countries are murky. Many of these doctors want to eventually work in the city, and so they are
difficult to retain once their obligatory time in the bush is completed. Yet after each review, we find ourselves
in the same position: Waiting times for emergency hospital care are getting worse in rural areas. A lack of any
proper and rigorous evaluation means that we cannot move on because we do not know if anything has
changed. In the meantime, rural waiting lists are getting longer and health inequities widen between those
living in rural and metropolitan areas, suggesting we need to do more. Not just money Persuading a doctor to
move to the bush, or to persuade doctors already there to stay, depends on a complex mix of family,
professional, and social factors. Funding can be paid directly to GPs, or can be used to fund locum cover
replacement doctors or other means of support. But improved working conditions would reduce this amount.
Financial incentives are certainly not the only way to recruit and retain doctors in the bush. These six
indicators have been used to develop a new rural classification system based on population size, which will be
developed further over the coming months. This new system will be used to improve the allocation of funding
for rural incentive schemes. The areas that have higher needs than others â€” poorer health and worse risk
factors for disease, longer waiting times, and GPs who working long hours and provide hour care â€” should
therefore receive a greater level of funding to attract more doctors. Better targeting of incentives should mean
that areas that really need a doctor are more likely to get one. But to demonstrate this and ensure the goals are
being met, we need good evaluation built into the program roll-out. Policymakers are often too keen to get the
money out of the door than spend some time and money building in proper evaluation. This needs to change,
otherwise we will be having the same discussion in five to ten years time.
2: Country practice: recruiting doctors to work in the bush
Dr. Abby Hampton is the ultimate city doctor, and she's absolutely dreading being stuck in a bush hospital for three
months -- until she steps off the plane! Midwife Kell Bevan is there to greet her, and he's absolutely gorgeous! The
sexual chemistry between the pair is ignited. Abby is determined.

3: The Bush Doctor`s Challenge
The Bush Doctor's Challenge - Kindle edition by Carol Marinelli. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC,
phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading The Bush Doctor's Challenge.

4: The Bush Doctor Juice Bar, Brooklyn, NY
The Bush Doctor's Challenge (Tennengarrah Clinic Book 2) - Kindle edition by Carol Marinelli. Download it once and
read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while
reading The Bush Doctor's Challenge (Tennengarrah Clinic Book 2).

5: George H.W. Bushâ€™s former doctor fatally shot while biking near hospital - CBS News
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Dr. Abby Hampton is the ultimate city doctor, and she's absolutely dreading being stuck in a bush hospital for three
months -- until she steps off the plane! Midwife Kell Bevan is there to greet her, and he's absolutely gorgeous!

6: Carol Marinelli: List of Books by Author Carol Marinelli
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

7: The Bush Doctor's Challenge by Carol Marinelli
City doctor in the Outback Dr. Abby Hampton is the ultimate city doctor, and is absolutely dreading being stuck in a bush
hospital for three months -- until she steps off the plane!

8: Harlequin Medical Series in Order - (page 4) - FictionDB
City doctor in the Outback Dr. Abby Hampton is the ultimate city doctor, and is absolutely dreading being stuck in a bush
hospital The Bush Doctor's Challenge.

9: Bush Doctors (ebook) by Annabelle Brayley |
Read "The Bush Doctor's Challenge" by Carol Marinelli with Rakuten Kobo. City doctor in the Outback Dr. Abby
Hampton is the ultimate city doctor, and is absolutely dreading being stuck in a bu.
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